WHP Engineering Deploys TimeControl
Timesheeting To Help Keep Up With Its Own
Growth
HMS Software and WHP Engineering released a case study describing how HMS Software’s TimeControl
system is helping improve efficiency at the engineering firm.
MONTREAL, QUEBEC, CANADA, May 16, 2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- HMS Software, the publisher
of TimeControl, the world's most flexible multi-purpose
timesheet has announced the release of a case study
describing how WHP Engineering, a UK-based engineering
company implemented TimeControl to improve
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“We are delighted with the work we’ve done together with WHP in implementing TimeControl in
their UK operation,” explains Chris Vandersluis, President of HMS Software. “In many ways our
two firms are similar. We both strive for the most efficient solution to complex and unique
challenges. In our case, being able to deploy TimeControl at WHP was a good fit for the business
challenge they were facing.”
Some of the factors that had WHP selecting TimeControl included its ability to integrate with
both Oracle-Primavera® and Sage®. Other factors included the product having both a browserbased and mobile interface. This has allowed WHP to collect hours in a more user-friendly
solution with much greater detail than before.
"The fact that I can see what projects people are spending their hours on and what they're
delivering for those hours is crucial," explained John Wheeler, WHP's Engineering Manager. "If we
hadn’t made the change to TimeControl, we certainly wouldn’t have the level of key business
metrics that we’re getting now. We’re quickly realizing that we can do a lot more with our
timekeeping data than we ever have.”
To read the entire case study, go to: www.timecontrol.com/why-timecontrol/case-studies/whp.
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